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Questetra: SaaS Workflow 9.3 Enhanced Features for Outsourcing
- Flow control by comparing multiple entered data Kyoto, Japan -- December 18, 2012 -- SaaS vendor company Questetra, Inc. has published the new version
9.3 of the cloud-based Workflow product "Questetra BPM Suite", which visualizes both of 'Business Flow
Diagram' and ' Progress of each Project', on Dec. 17th, 2012. In the new version, features for Business
Process Outsourcers (BPO) have been enhanced.
In the BPO process, in order to improve the quality of data, steps of 'Comparing multiple data' are installed.
For example, supposing a simple commissioned business such as digitizing manuscripts from 'postcard
application' 'questionnaire', or information of characters inside photo image. There a step, that verifying
identity of two text data which have been input by two independent operators will be installed. (Verify input
method)

Before the version 9.3, it was available only conditional expression by monadic evaluation, such as "the
{Billing amount} is less than 1,000,000 JPY", or "{Home Address} starts with Kyoto prefecture and
includes Nakagyo-ku". But in the new version 9.3, it is available to set conditional expressions by comparing
two items, such as "{Billing amount} is greater than {Quote}" or "{Work Address} is the same as the
{Home Address}". From now on, it is possible to automate more verification processes for BPO business
companies and other business which needs data verification.
Screenshots: http://www.questetra.com/info/outsourcing-workflow-20121218/

Questetra BPM Suite
The Business process 'To Be' is changing day by day along changes in the business environment, penetration
of cloud technology, and the evolution of mobile devices. We must aggressively think about "new business
flow" that we've never thought in the past, such as approval with the Tablet for automatically generated
quotes, quick response with the Smartphone to complaints, or manual preparation at home by telecommuting.

Cloud-based Workflow, "Questetra BPM Suite" is a service to build the flow of business on the Internet.
Not only the "Workflow Feature (Task Processing function)" which enables to pass project data online,
equipped as the standard also "Monitoring Feature" which visualizes the progress of Process, and "Modeling
Feature" which is easy modifying the flow of Process with Drag & Drop .Not only providing complex
business process quickly to IT, It visualizes processing records of "Who What and When" graphically. No
need to know about neither Programming nor Server operation. Is also possible to find "business bottleneck"
work "point of mistake" by workers and improve the flow of the business by themselves (Employee driven
PDCA cycle). Questetra will contribute to the realization of paperless and eradication of human error.
BPM: Business Process Management
Process Templates: http://en.workflow-sample.net/ (BPMN subset)
Application Free Account: http://www.questetra.com/trial/
How to Automate 2 Items comparison
1. Placing Icon of SPLIT
Place a Split icon (Gateway) into Business Flow Diagram with Drag & Drop.
2. Setting SPLIT Condition Expression
Open the Condition Rule setting in property, select business data to compare.

Questetra, Inc.
"Enjoy your Routine!" We are start-up company in Kyoto Japan, have been continuing to create Business
Software, and working hard to organize the world's Business Processes.

